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Monthly Girls' Nozaki-kun
Tomoko's caught in a love triangleand she doesn't even know it yet!
First-year Akari is head-over-heels for Tomoko's kid brother, Tomoki.
But thanks to Komi's meddling, Akari thinks she and Tomoko are rivals
in love! When the three girls finally get together, the confrontation
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quickly devolvesinto a heated debate about d*cks!

ACCA 13-Territory Inspection Department
When political conspiracies abound, preserving the peace is no piece
of cake. It's up to one deceptively aloof hero to sniff out corruption
in this atmospheric thriller by Natsume Ono (House of Five Leaves,
Ristorante Paradiso)!

Horimiya
It all comes down to this--two insanely powerful hybrids duking it out
for the fate of the Demon World. Herrschaft Grimm, the first king of
Demon World, versus Fuyumi Yanagi, the little ghost who could. With
the strength of all their friends behind them, can Fuyumi and Staz
save the day? Find out in the FINAL VOLUME of Blood Lad!

Teasing Master Takagi-san, Vol. 9
Shy girl Mayo starts a job at a strange place called the "Listening
House." She does her best to get Aoba-kun, the most popular kid in
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school, to share his worries, but he doesn't open up so easily During
all this, Mayo drops Aoba-kun's notice to quit the team, and it gets
spotted by his friend Nao! There's more to the story of the basketball
team and Mayo's romance in volume 2!

Queen’s Quality, Vol. 9
When the Art Squad is assigned to dress a set, Ranmaru is shocked at
how seriously Goda takes the job. Every action figure and empty soda
can is placed with utmost care to tell the story of the character who
lives there, every sock and towel artfully be-grunged with coffee
grounds and fuller’s earth to support the narrative. Ranmaru has
always been detail oriented, but isn’t this taking things to the
extreme? He’s about to learn that attention to detail can do more than
just set the scene! -- VIZ Media

Behind the Scenes!!
Chiyo, besotted though still not quite getting her point across to the
object of her affections, finally makes a bold confession to Nozaki!
What will happen when Nozaki makes a daring move of his own by giving
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racier manga a try?! And will it be boldness overload when girls'
night and boys' night go head-to-head?!

Horimiya
The unbelievably attractive Akane Yanagi takes the stageand maybe the
lead from Miyamura?! The high school lives of the usual Kiri High
suspects grow even livelier, as Hori abruptly starts demanding
violence from Miyamura, the student council trio gets unusually
flustered, and the sports festival arrives!

Splatoon, Vol. 9
Gray wolf Legoshi confirms the identity of alpaca Tem’s murderer after
a Drama Club member is maimed during rehearsal. In the wake of the
incident, the Cherryton Academy administration resolves to segregate
classrooms and disband interspecies clubs. The edict causes an uproar,
and the absence of red deer Louis’s leadership is keenly felt.
However, Bengal tiger Bill and Angora goat Els, as well as gray wolf
Juno, gain insight into themselves and their relationships. Plus, a
flashback to Legoshi’s tragic childhood and family. -- VIZ Media
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Fullmetal Alchemist: Fullmetal Edition, Vol. 9
The sweet "aww"-inspiring tale of school life continues!! The student
council members are usually pretty buddy-buddy. But that's not to say
they get along 24-7When an all-out fight explodes among them, will it
be just another chapter of their average high school life? Or will
their friendships be forever broken?

Toilet-bound Hanako-kun
The sweet, "aww"-inspiring tale of school life continues!! By all
appearances, Kyouko Hori and Izumi Miyamura are worlds apart. Bright
and capable, Hori is always surrounded by classmates, the center of
attention. For Miyamura, a quirky loner, getting through class
unnoticed counts as a good day. But ever since these two started
sharing secrets, they've found themselves drawn into each other's
orbit little by little and the distance between them shrinking bit by
bit

Horimiya
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Motivated by their heartbreaking loss to Aoba Johsai, Karasuno now
works towards a new goal—the Spring Tournament! The team gears up for
a trip to Tokyo for a training camp with some of the top teams in
Tokyo, including Nekoma, but there’s something they need to do
firstpass their finals! Hinata, Kageyama, Nishinoya and Tanaka are all
at risk of not being allowed to go. What are they going to do?! -- VIZ
Media

Horimiya
Haise Sasaki is no more. In his place, Ken
accepted the role of the One-Eyed King. He
where Ghouls and humans can coexist. But a
prevent that peace by any means necessary,
toll means nothing to them. -- VIZ Media

Kaneki has emerged and
sees a vision of the future
faction at the CCG wants to
and the inevitable death

The Devil Is a Part-Timer! 15
Driven to mayhem! It's well past the time when Emi should've returned
from Ente Isla-but Maou's too obsessed with passing his driving test
and becoming a MgRonald deliveryman to dwell on her for long. His
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attitude is quick to change when he runs into a suspicious pair at the
test centerjust as events take a drastic turn at Chiho's school! Can
the Devil King keep the peace in Sasazuka without the Hero around?

Triage X
The sweet "aww"-inspiring tale of school life continues!! When he's
out and about, Iura's the lovable guy who gets on everyone's nerves.
But at home, he's actually a strict yet kind older brother! Just like
Hori and Miyamura, there's more to their friends than meets the eye

PandoraHearts, Vol. 9
Christmas is just around the corner, and Nishikata isn't about to go
home for the holidays without a prank! Especially not after Takagi-san
appears in his dream and dominates every contest he tries to plan. His
bag of tricks may be empty, but his youthful determination remains
strong. Nothing can distract him from his mighty cause of taking down
Takagi-sanexcept for maybe Takagi-san herself.

Fruits Basket Collector's Edition
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On one hand, there’s the makeup genius Iori, and on the other, the
sensitive and gentlemanly Otohiko. Both of these handsome young men in
Kohane’s class have insinuated that they’d like to get closer to her,
but she’s not really sure whether she’s romantically interested in
either of them. And now, the three of them are going to set out for
Hokkaido on their high-school field trip. What will happen when Kohane
meets up with the boy she had a crush on in middle school while
they’re there? She’s going to learn a shocking lesson in the rules of
romance in volume three of this makeup-themed romantic comedy!

Oxygen
Punpun gave himself a strict deadline. By the time his lease is up, he
and Aiko will be together, his life will be better and he’ll be
someone Or else. Hey, Punpun, your lease just ran out. -- VIZ Media

Blood Lad
Experience a surreal descent into one man’s psychosis in this haunting
and chilling graphic novel from the New York Times bestselling author
of Roughneck and Sweet Tooth, hailed as “the Stephen King of comics”
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(Maclean’s). A man wakes up alone in a strange room with no
recollection of who he is or how he got there. The padlocked doors and
barren lobby reinforce the strangeness of this place. This is—as he
reads from an old-fashioned keychain beside his bed—the Edgewater
Hotel. Even worse, something ominous seems to be lurking in one of the
rooms. But when he meets a young companion—the only other soul in this
vast, enveloping emptiness—his new friend begs him not to unlock the
door. There must be something behind it…but what? A haunted hotel on
the edge of reality, an endless bridge spanning an infinite ocean, and
a man and a boy looking for a way out. This is the setting for a
boundary-pushing, genre-defying new work of fiction by one of comics’
master storytellers. “A perfect miniature of memory and loss,
affecting and beautifully told in an outstanding use of the medium. A
haunting dream of a book” (Warren Ellis, New York Times bestselling
author).

Horimiya
The day of the sports tests has arrived once more, and this time,
Nishikata is determined to achieve victory over Takagi-san for sure!
After last year's disappointing defeat, he's spent every spare moment
training for his chance at revenge! If he's able to come out ahead,
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Takagi-san will be forced to stop teasing himwhich is what Nishikata
wants, right?

Horimiya, Vol. 14
ON THE BRINK OF DESTRUCTION Faputa, Irumyuui’s final child, burns with
a thirst for revenge. She wants to destroy the Village of the Hollows!
Is there anything Riko and the others can do to stop her?

Tokyo Ghoul
Hori and Miyamura are now officially a couple, and everyone knows it.
But not everything's coming up roses for Miyamura, who's worried that
people are talking about Hori behind her back. When his anxiety about
being Hori's boyfriend reaches fever pitch, Miyamura drastically
changes his look, which changes everyone's opinion of him all at once

Haikyu!!, Vol. 9
Ten years ago, Kyutaro’s beloved Fuyu disappeared—and now Fumi must
decide if she should let Fuyu resurface! The problem is that only one
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of them can remain by Kyutaro’s side As Fumi faces this difficult
decision in the depths of her own mind vault, will she choose to
disappear? -- VIZ Media

No Matter How I Look at It, It's You Guys' Fault I'm Not
Popular!
With the compassion of Jodi Picoult and the medical realism of Atul
Gawande, real-life anesthesiologist Carol Cassella’s riveting national
bestseller seamlessly melds compelling women’s fiction and medical
drama to create an “involving debut that’s just what the doctor
ordered” (People). Dr. Marie Heaton is an anesthesiologist at the
height of her profession. She has worked, lived, and breathed her
career since medical school, and she now practices at a top Seattle
hospital. Marie has carefully constructed and constricted her life
according to empirical truths, to the science and art of medicine. But
when her tried-and-true formula suddenly deserts her during a routine
surgery, she must explain the nightmarish operating room disaster and
face the resulting malpractice suit. Marie’s best friend, colleague,
and former lover, Dr. Joe Hillary, becomes her closest confidante as
she twists through depositions, accusations and a remorseful
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preoccupation with the mother of the patient in question. As she
struggles to salvage her career and reputation, Marie must face hard
truths about the path she’s chosen, the bridges she’s burned, and the
colleagues and superiors she’s mistaken for friends. A quieter crisis
is simultaneously unfolding within Marie’s family. Her aging father is
losing his sight and approaching an awkward dependency on Marie and
her sister, Lori. But Lori has taken a more traditional path than
Marie and is busy raising a family. Although Marie has been estranged
from her Texas roots for decades, the ultimate responsibility for
their father’s care is falling on her. As her carefully structured
life begins to collapse, Marie confronts questions of love and
betrayal, family bonds and the price of her own choices. Set against
the natural splendor of Seattle, and inside the closed vaults of
hospital operating rooms, Oxygen climaxes in a final twist that is as
heartrending as it is redeeming.

Horimiya, Vol. 6
A sweet "aww"-inspiring tale of school life continues!! The longer
Hori and Miyamura keep each other's secrets, the closer they get. When
Hori blurts out an inadvertent "I like you," will Miyamura respond in
kind? Or could the slipup spell the end of their friendship?
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Horimiya
The hottest zombie manga from Japan remastered in full color. This
collection of volumes five through seven includes an art book
featuring Shouji Sato's early art and addition illustrations from
Highschool of the Dead and Triage X! A mysterious illness is spreading
rapidly through the halls of Fujimi High School. In a matter of hours,
the campus is transformed from a place of learning into a hive of
nightmares, as the infected students collapse and are reborn as fleshhungry zombies! Only a handful of students escape the initial outbreak
- among them Takashi Komuro and his childhood friend, Rei. He manages
to protect Rei from the initial onslaught, but how long can Takashi
and the other students hope to survive when the whole school - maybe
the whole town - is out for their blood?!

Highschool of the Dead (Color Edition)
Connect, come together, and the world will change for the better one
day at a time. Seeing Miyamura and Hori together every day feels
natural. They play around, long for each other, and even get into
fights on occasion. What will happen as their bitter, sweet, and
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acidic school life continues?

Horimiya
The incuse on Oz Vessalius's chest ticks onward, but the young heir to
one of the four great dukedoms directs his gaze back, seeking the
facts behind a centuries-old tragedy. Intent on examining the ruins of
Sablier despite warnings to scare him away, Oz and his makeshift party
of explorers wander through the remnants of the former capital in
search of clues to shed light upon the consuming darkness of the past.
But in the yawning void where the opulent city once stood, will Oz
come face-to-face with the truth? Or will he find misery the only
resident?

My Boyfriend in Orange 9
A new, unknown jet injector is lose in the city, sowing the seeds of
chaos and death. The humans she infects turn into frothing, raving
white-haired maniacs driven to torture and kill. And what's
worse--anyone who comes into close contact with these monsters is
liable to become one themselves. Tatara and Suzue are in trouble--will
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Black Label reach them in time!?

Goodnight Punpun
When Miyamura murmurs an "I like you" to Hori, who's laid up in bed
with a fever, is he talking to himself? Or is he actually confessing
to having feelings for her?! Hori is conflicted, but their secretfilled relationship is unmistakably changing little by little

Teasing Master Takagi-san, Vol. 10
Moe has a big New Year’s resolution: to get Kyosuke to see her as a
woman! And with Valentine’s Day approaching, that means she and Sayumi
are making chocolate to give to Kyosuke and Kazama. While on the one
hand Moe remains hopeful, on the other hand, she’s getting concerned
about the paramedic Takigawa… Then, just after Moe finds herself up
close and personal with firefighter prince Himeno, Kyosuke’s attitude
takes a sudden and unexpected 180 turn?! It’s the most heart-pounding
volume yet!

My Hero Academia, Vol. 9
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The sweet "aww"-inspiring tale of school life continues!! Winter's
here, and with it comes scarves and coats, snow, Christmasand year-end
blues? Love (and heartbreak) is still in the air, but Hori's thoughts
turn to the future and what it holds for her and Miyamura. Will Hori's
anxiety prove contagious, or will Miyamura be able to put her at ease?

Tokyo Ghoul: re, Vol. 10
All-new adventures featuring the beloved characters of the hit
Nintendo video game! The Turf Wars have started in Inkopolis, and the
team that inks the most ground will be crowned the winner! Based on
the hit Nintendo games! You won’t believe who has joined Team Blue to
fill in for a missing teammate so they can compete in the Square King
Ranked Battle Cup! Get ready for a whole new arc featuring some mixedup new teams! Plus, a bonus story featuring Emperor!

Black Bird
Six months after their Aogiri Tree Operation, the CCG continues their
investigation of the Gourmet and the Binge Eater. Kaneki and his
colleagues search for Rize’s true identity brings them face-to-face
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with the mysterious Madame A. -- VIZ Media

Berserk
Not everyone is as quick on the draw as Hori and Miyamura when it
comes to love. Ever the trustworthy friend, Ishikawa has seen the
couple through thick and thin, but his own heart seems to be taking a
more meandering road to romance. Having realized that he and Yoshikawa
might be more than "just friends," Ishikawa is now stuck attempting to
navigate the murky waters between friendship and love. But one thing
he does know is that the time he spends with Yoshikawa, however
mystifying, is special in its own right

Aoba-kun's Confessions
Alchemy tore the Elric brothers’ bodies apart. Can their bond make
them whole again? A hardcover, deluxe collector’s edition of one of
the most beloved manga and anime of all time! Fully remastered with an
updated translation and completely fresh lettering, and presented with
color pages on large-trim archival-quality paper, this gorgeous
hardcover edition presents the timeless dark adventures of the Elric
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brothers as they were truly meant to be seen. Includes brand-new cover
art, with color insert and behind-the-scenes character sketches from
author Hiromu Arakawa! In an alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward
Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his brother Alphonse became
nothing but a soul in a suit of armor. Monster, human, friend and
foe—definitions blur when Ed is trapped in the belly of the beast with
his enemies.

Frogcatchers
Secrets of the curse revealed! Dive deep into the twisted relationship
between Akito and Kureno, the most elusive member of the Sohma zodiac.
Tohru tries to help, but finds herself in even deeper trouble. Good
thing she has steadfast friends who will save the day! Elsewhere,
something is going on with Machi! When Yuki and Kakeru pay a visit to
her home, will the secrets of her past be revealed? And trouble is on
the horizon when Hatsuharu finally learns what Akito did to Rin. Will
anything be able to stop his wrath, or will he do something he can't
take back?!

Horimiya
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!--StartFragment--Misao and Kyo finally go all the way, and Misao
can't regret the new levels of intimacy, even though all the other
demons seem to be able to tell that they are now lovers. But does Kyo
feel the same way? Instead of bringing them closer, their new status
seems to make him turn away from Misao. Is that just the nature of
guys, be they human or demon? Or is there something darker behind
Kyo's sudden lack of warmth?!--EndFragment-- -- VIZ Media

BEASTARS, Vol. 9
That day, Nene went to school as usual, but found Hanako-kun acting
like one of her normal classmates!? She seems to be the only one who
notices anything amiss, seeing as Hanako-kun was supposed to be a
ghost! Hunting for the truth, she heads to a mysterious tower. Fact
and fiction clash in this Seven School Mysteries ghost story!

Made in Abyss Vol. 9
It’s off to summer camp for Midoriya and the U.A. students! But this
is no ordinary vacation—it’s high-impact training where the students
are expected to develop their Quirks even further! The teachers have
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set up some tough challenges, but none will be as difficult and as
life changing as the threat a new group of enemies poses. What’s even
worse is who the villains’ target is and why -- VIZ Media

Beauty Bunny
Griffith, charismatic leader of the elite mercenary Band of the Hawk,
has seen better days. His fearless champion, Guts, has left the Band,
defeating Griffith in personal combat as his ticket out. With his
judgment clouded by this unthinkable humiliation, Griffith eases his
pain in the arms of the daughter of Midland’s king. But the King
doesn’t take kindly to an employee picking the royal flowers, and the
next stop for Griffith is the dungeon and the torture rack! Without
Griffith and Guts, the Hawks become easy prey for Midland’s army, and
the AWOL Guts may be the only answer to the Hawks' — and Griffith’s —
lethal problems.
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